
AZNWGA Golf Etiquette Reminders 
 
1.  Please be respectful of players when they're hitting their ball, do not talk while on the 
tee, fairways, traps, or greens.  While we think we're talking in whispers the person 
hitting may still be able to hear us. Don't get offended it the person hitting the ball ask 
for quiet.  
 
2.  Turn off or silence all mobile devices before the round starts. 
 
3. Play ready golf.... if you're not ready to hit, and someone else is, let them know to go 
ahead and hit.  If you see someone isn't ready, ask them if it's okay for you to hit your 
ball. 
 
4. If there is a hole open in front of you pick up your pace to catch up with the group in 
front of you. Maintain pace of play. 
 
5. Be ready to hit your next shot.  Where possible, get out and walk to your ball while 
your cart partner is getting ready to hit, their ball.   Don't wait in cart to be driven to your 
ball that is 10 feet away etc. Make sure to take the clubs you need to hit your next shot. 
 
6. Share in cart management with your cart partner.  It's helpful sometimes if the 
passenger drives the cart to their ball or up to the green instead of waiting for the driver, 
just because they're the driver.  Communicate with each other.  
 
7. Don't drive ahead or too close to players hitting their ball.   
 
8. Mark your balls so you know which ball to hit and its yours!  Carry an extra ball in 
your pocket, especially if you must go looking for your ball, 
 
9. Know the maximum strokes you can take on a hole, once you hit the max, pick up 
your ball and score the max with an X for the hole.  If you do not know how to calculate 
your hole maximum, reach out to a Board Member for clarification. On game day, hole 
maximum may not be an option unless it is a hole that doesn't apply to the game that 
day.  
 
10. Rake bunkers when finished hitting. 
 
11. Repair ball marks and divot holes. 
 
12. Don’t step on a player’s line of putt.  Carefully remove ball from hole without 
damaging the edge of the cup. 
 
13. Don’t stand behind a player hitting or putting their ball. 
 
14. HAVE FUN PLAYING 
 
 
 

League rounds should not take more than 41/2 hours. 
 
 


